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Selection of transistor
(Search the possible candidate from web &
                                                 short form catalogue.)

(Some sample can be purchase also from ROHM Website.)

ROHM H.P. TR on Web.
http://www.rohm.com/web/global/groups/-/

group/groupname/Transistors

Mount  a TR on the evaluation
          board  for  function check.

   Check points !

    - if a chosen TR surely works safely on the actual circuit.

    - if a chosen TR functions for a long time stably (=reliability)

          after its starting of work.     

    - if there are enough electrical margin for such TR drive.

Whan a TR is operated, it naturally accompanies electric and thermal loads.
The life of TR becomes short if such loads are too much and may be broken
in the worst case.  To avoi such events,  it is highly recommended to check
beforehand if the conditions of driving TR should have problem or not.
In this section,  we explain as to the method of judging whether a selected
 TR can be used or not.
Please go through this over this material to avoid possible future trouble and
use TRs in safety.

THEREFORE,

Let’ s check as to usable or not judgement of a TR!Let’ s check as to usable or not judgement of a TR!Let’ s check as to usable or not judgement of a TR!
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Get samples and data-sheets
ROHM H.P. TR on Web.

http://www.rohm.com/web/global/groups/-/
group/groupname/Transistors
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< MOSFET ( continuation) >

2. Example Ta = 75 deg.
 2-1.  Derating per SOA line

        In case the ambient temperature is 75 deg.,

             Derating                  =     t × (Derating ratio)

                                            = (75 deg. - 25 deg.) × 0.8% / deg.

                                            = 40%

Therefore, we should check the safety by considering SOA line shift by 40%

horizontally toward the smaller current direction.

2-2. Derating of Maximum current

       In case of  RSS100N03,

       Maximum current  ID = 10A, and ON-resistance is

       10m ohm at 25 deg. (VGS = 10V, ID = 3A)

       16m ohm at 75 deg. (VGS = 10V, ID = 3A) (each is typ. value) , so that

        the maximum current allowable at  75 deg. is,

  

ID'  = 10m ohm
16m ohm

10A = 7.9A
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Confirmation when below the rated power

Below the rated power under the ambient temperature 

 = Die temperature below the maximum rating 150 deg..

The rated power is decided as the power which heats up the die at 150 deg..

(For details, please refer to ” Calculation method of die temperature” prepared separately.

6.    Is Averaged Power Consumption below the 6.    Is Averaged Power Consumption below the 
           rated power at the ambient temperature?           rated power at the ambient temperature?

Power calculation method

In principle, the averaged power is the value obtained as a result of  dividing the integration of

Current  and Voltage by the time.    i.e., 

Now,  thinking the following switching behavior for instance.

In this case, the calculation should be done by dividing one cycle in four.

In actual integration calculation, please refer to “Integration Formula” prepared separately.

P = 0
  I(t)V(t)dt

 t

(W)
T

Voltage
Current

ON time OFF time

  Voltage loss when “ON”.
 ( ON-resistance/VCE(sat) )

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Cycle：Ｔ

P =
t1
 IVdt  +

t2

T
(W)

t2
 IVdt  +

t3

t3
 IVdt  +

t4

t4
 IVdt
t5
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From the integration formula,

(1) Zone

(2) Zone

Let’s make calculation for the waveform observed in (1.) as an example.

When OFF ---> ON       Total    :    5.54×10   (J)-7

IVdt = (1/6)×100ns× (2  0A  5V + 0A  2V + 1.3A  5V + 2  1.3A  2V )
-7= 1.95×10  (J)

1.3A

5V
2V

100ns 230ns

(1) (2)

0.4V

IVdt = (1/6)×230ns× (2  1.3A  2V + 1.3A  0.4V + 1.3A  2V + 2  1.3A  0.4V )

                                

-7 = 3.59×10   (J)

In ON period,

 

 IVd t = 100us × 0.4V × 1.3A
-5 = 5.2×10   (J)

0.4V ---> VCE(sat) portion

1.3A

<1>  When O FF ---> O N

<2> O N period

100us

First, put the approximation line along

On-time waveform as drwaing on the

 left as
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Zone (3) 

Zone (4) 

When ON ---> OFF       Total 9.25×10   (J) 
-6 

IVdt = (1/6)×1480ns×(2  1.3A  0V + 1.3A  7V + 1.15A  0V + 2  1.15A  7V ) 
-6 

  = 6.22×10   (J) 

IVdt = (1/6)×120ns×(2  1.15A  7V + 1.15A  28V + 0.5A  7V + 2  0.5A  28V ) 
-6  = 2.1×10   (J) 

Zone (5) 

IVdt = (1/6)×80ns×(2  0.5A  28V + 0.5A  28V + 0A  28V + 2  0A  28V ) 
-7 = 9.3×10   (J) 

<3> When O N  ---> OFF 

1.3A 

0.5A 

80ns 120ns 

1480ns 

7V 

28V 

(3) (4)(5) 

From the above calculation,  if we divide  all the total of integrattion result per each zone  

by 400µs which is the length of cycle, the the averaged current consumption is figured out as 

 

(4) We can regard that there is almost no current when OFF (there should be some nA to 

       10nA level of  leak current should exist in reality)  and the current consumption as 

        0 (zero)  while OFF state. 

P    = 
0 

t 
  I(t)V(t)dt 

T 

= 
400us 

5.54×10   (J) + 5.2×10   (J) + 9.25×10   (J)-7 -5 -6

 =  0.155 (W)
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We took an example of bipolar transistor 2SD2673 earlier in order to do integration calculation 

of collector current Ic and Collector-Emitter voltage VCE. 

The integration calculation in case of other TR types can be as below for obtaining the averaged 

current consumption. 

 

-> Digital TR : Output Current Io and Outpout Voltage Vo 

-> MOSFET    : Drain Current ID and Drain-Source Voltage VDS 

 

In this case, the averaged applied power is 0.155W and Colloetor-loss is 0.5W (Recommended land :

glassepoxy circuit board), so that the use of this TR under the ambient temperature of 25 deg.  is OK.

(In the strict sense, Pc should differ depending on the difference of heat dissipation conditions

as from the types of circuit board or as from land-pattern area.   However, we assume that the

the recommended lnd-patterns are employed.)

After getting the averaged current consumption, we should check with Pc (Collector-loss) for 

digital TR (Drain-loss  for MOSFET). 

 

Check Collector-loss 

Example : Data sheet of 2SD2673  

4. Absolute maximum rating (Ta=25 deg. ) 

 
   Collector - Base voltage   VCEO .. 30V   
 
   Collector - Emitter voltage VCBO ..30V    
 

Emitter - Base voltage      VEBO    ..6V    
 
Collector current   DC       IC          ..3A    
                              Pulse  ICP        ..6A      PW = 1ms - single pulse 

Collector loss                   PC     ...0.5W    When each pin is mounted on 
                  the recommendedland pattern        

Junction temperature      Tj      ..150 deg.            

Storage  temperature     Tstg   .. -55 deg. to 150 deg.          

 1W      When ceramic circuit board of 
            25x25, t=0.8 (mm) is used 
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When the ambient temperature is above 25 deg.,  please consider the temperature derating

in designing per the derating curve.

For example,  Pd (power dissipation) becomes 80% under ambient temprature 50 deg. compared

with the one at 25 deg..  Therefore,   Pd =  0.5W   80% = 0.4W

In this case, the averaged current consumption is considered as 0.155W which is not matching

to the derating curve at the point of ambient temperature50 .  Thus, the TR can be used.

For the details of Die Temperature Calculation, please refer to the separate 

documents “Calculation method of die temperature”. 

Derating Curve 
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